VACUUMS

ProForce® 1500XP HEPA
The ProForce® 1500XP is designed specifically to provide exceptional cleaning. Premium quality onboard tools and high-performance dual motor system offers convenience and durability for optimal
efficiency and maximum effectiveness now with HEPA Level Filtration. #1500xp

Sanitaire 16" Upright Vacuum with Shake Out Bag
The 16-inch wide cleaning path and easy maintenance features deliver a speedy and thorough clean.
The no-tools, shake-out bag system and the QuickKleen fan chamber make this upright a top choice
of the commercial cleaning industry. The long-life motor and Vibra-Groomer Brushroll also contribute
to this units reputation as a workhorse.
#WIDCT16

Sanitaire Upright Vacuums

PPR240 Cannister Vacuum
The new design of the PPR series has lead to significant advances in energy consumption as well as
overall vacuum performance. They consume 40% less energy than previous models while improving
performance by 20%. This is all thanks to the new 680 watt vacuum motor with a 2000+ hour life. The
noise level on the PPR series has also changed to 45/47 dB(A) which makes these units excellent for
daytime cleaning.
#PPR200-12

Super Coach Pro® 6 Backpack Vacuum
The next generation in cleaning comfort. Ergonomic backpack design with patent pending FlexFit™
articulating harness increases range of motion, reduces fatigue, and improves productivity. New
triangular shape fits closer to the body and moves with the user, reducing the chance of bumping into
doorways, walls, or furniture. The die-cast aluminum tri-latch system assures air performance. Four
Level Filtration w/HEPA captures 99.97 percent of particulates 0.3 microns or larger, including fine
carbon dust from the motor, for improved IAQ. Due to the angle of rear exhaust filters, the unit will not
disturb papers on desks as it passes. #107310PT

Wet/Dry Vacuum
Powerful dual 1.0 Hp vacuum motors with 2 year warranty providing excellent water recovery. Motors
provide 90" waterlift and 160 CFM of airflow. Structural foam tank comes complete with a 10 year
warranty. Dump tube that permits quick and convenient emptying to a floor drain. For wide area
cleaning can be fitted with a 29" front mounted squeegee kit.
Float activated sump pump allows continuous pumping of fluid without interrupting the vacuuming
process. Ideal for floods, water pipe ruptures, drain back-ups and industrial spills. Pumps water at a
rate of 60 gallons per minute.
#WVD1802P

CARPET EXTRACTORS & BLOWER

TP8X
Rugged two piece roto moulded polyethylene
Powerful 2 Hp vacuum motor with 2 year warranty
providing excellent water recoveryMotor provides 120"
waterlift and 106 CFM of airflowFeatures a 130 PSI
pump and comes complete with 20 foot vacuum and
solution hoses to tackle even the largest of
jobsLightweight and easy to transport with the upper and
lower tanks detaching into two separate units #8025152

TP4X
Rugged two piece roto moulded polyethylene
Powerful 2 Hp vacuum motor with 2 year warranty providing
excellent water recoveryMotor provides 120" waterlift and
106 CFM of airflowFeatures a 60 PSI pumpLightweight and
easy to transport with the upper and lower tanks detaching
into two separate unit #TP4X

ProBlitz Airmover
Maximum airflow and low amp draw combine to make the ProBlitz AirMover the first
choice for carpet cleaners and restoration contractors alike. With 3 fan speeds and 3
operating positions, the ProBlitz AirMover tackles every air circulation requirement
with ease. #107133PT
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FLOOR MACHINES

NA20DS
Dual speed floor machine - 175 / 300 RPM with a 20" cleaning path
Motor is 1.5 Hp DC rectified
Weighs 108 lbs for those heavy stripping jobs
Heavy duty steel construction throughout
Dual Planetary, steel gears
Shampoo Tank available #8025244

NA1520DC
Floor Burnisher. The all steel construction and and 1.5hp DC
rectified motor ensure this unit can handle the toughest of jobs. The
multi-grooved drive belts provide efficient power transfer. This model
also features a unique filter system for dust control that is easily
cleaned and changed. The NA 1520DC complies with LEED - EB
EQ credit 3.7 for sustainable cleaning equipment. s#NA1520DC
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SCRUBBERS WALK BEHIND
TGB1120
11-gallon solution and recovery tanks
The TGB 1120 has an onboard charger and is powered by 2 maintenance-free
gel batteries
Features a Patented flip-up head making pad or brush changes a breeze
Fully adjustable flow rate
Adjustable handle provides proper ergonomics for any operator
Prolonged battery life with low-voltage shutoff
Hour meter and battery level indicator
Tear-away squeegee with quick-release blades for easy cleaning #TGB1120
TGB2228
22-gallon tanks provide the capacity for large jobs & the adjustable
brush pressure provides the muscle for the toughest jobs
Traction drive motor reaches speeds up to 4.3 mph for increased
productivity
Over 3.5 hours of run time powered by maintenance- free gel batteries
Prolonged battery life with low-voltage shutoff
Fully adjustable flow rate ensures the correct amount of water is used
The control panel continuously provides the operator with the hours
used meter and battery status
Tear-away squeegees with quick-release Serilor blades for easy

TTB516
With 45–60 minutes of run time an interchangeable battery pack and 5-gallon solution
capacity, the TTB 516 is the professional choice in compact auto-scrubbers. It gets into
all those tight areas that other auto-scrubbers cannot. Essentially, it is a complete
replacement for a mop and bucket system for so many reasons.

Key Features
Pivoting squeegee coupled with a 300-watt/0.4 hp vacuum motor provides excellent
water recovery
Recovery tank has a drain allowing for easy draining without the need for lifting
Control panel provides operator with water, vacuum
and battery status all in one convenient place
The battery pack consists of a 1 x 12 volt 18 amp hour environmentally preferred gel
battery that charges in under 5 hours. It is completely maintenance free, emits 1/40 of
the hydrogen gas of wet lead acid batteries, is
spill-proof and can be charged anywhere
TTV678
With three adjustable scrubbing widths, 26", 30" and 34", and onboard storage for two
squeegees, 30" and 40", it fits through any door and can handle any job large or small.
Simply pull a pin and the brush deck automatically adjusts in or out to the correct width.
Key Features
Three sizes, one machine
Fully adjustable flow rate from 0.25 gpm to 1 gpm
Patented pop-on/pop-off brushes and pad drivers
LED control panel continuously provides operator with chemical, water flow, brush pressure
and battery status
Adjustable brush pressure and speed
Six maintenance-free gel batteries provide 4 hours of run time; low-voltage shutoff prolongs
battery life
Tear-away squeegee equipped with quick-release squeegee blades for easy cleaning
Two squeegee sizes come with each machine

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
Steamer JS1600C
Stainless steel welded boiler ensuring consistent steam
pressureAttacks grease, grime, hard water deposits, mould and more
as it quickly breaks down virtually any type of soil, leaving the surface
sanitized.The pump is connected to the water reservoir for a constant
supply of water and unlimited working capacityOperator safety is
assured by the many safety features including 12V steam controls,
pressure switch, thermostat, high limit thermal shut off and pressure
relief. #JS1600C

Minuteman KS27M Walk-Behind Manual Sweeper

#KLS27M

